AUTOMATING LARGE AREA SURVEYS
The current process and pace of managing large land surveys
Automating Land surveys - taking off
Imagine surveying 1000 acres in one flight of 60 minutes
How do we do this
Detailed planning in advance
We've developed a comprehensive workflow to deliver accuracy and details.
Mapping the flight path for best results
Executing **multi-role activities** in the course of a **single flight**
How we get 3D resolution from 2D pictures
With amazing depth and detail
Applications in just about any sector where large areas need to be surveyed... and more
Survey companies can now do 6–7 times the number of projects in a single calendar year.
Increase manpower efficiency - retrain and redeploy existing resources
Large project monitoring - Contributes to **faster execution** with **more information**
Redefine the size and scope of the survey market with Zuppa Drones
Get a FREE ebook that explains the process in detail—just email connect@zuppa.io